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Janet Erskine Stuart: Recent reflections on a Sacred Heart leader 

Anne Corry RSCJ 

 

First, may I thank the staff and students of Sacré Coeur for these past two days in which you have 

offered such hospitality and stretched out the hand of friendship so warmly to those of us from 

other parts of Australia and New Zealand. 

I have the privilege of presenting Janet Erskine Stuart, a personal favourite of mine when it comes to 

significant women in our Sacred Heart tradition. Some of you know a lot about her already and some 

of you have only recently met her. Let me first contextualise Janet Stuart by her important dates. 

She was born in 1857, became Superior General of the Society of the Sacred Heart in 1911 and died 

in 1914. Hence it is nearly a centenary since her death. 

Before going into her story, I would ask the question why do we tell the stories of these luminary 

women? (We listened to Barb Quinn talk of Philippine Duchesne with such richness this morning and 

of course we talk of Madeleine Sophie Barat as the cornerstone of the Society’s foundation story.) 

Well, these women are our ancestors whether we are teachers and administration staff in Sacred 

Heart schools, Board members, alumnae, associates, friends or RSCJ sisters. Such women were vital 

in driving our sense of mission and identity forward. And as one person said yesterday in the open 

session, in order to look to the future, we draw from the past. 

(We share some observations about Janet Stuart at this point for a few minutes.) 

Those of us who feel we know Janet Stuart see a woman of profound spiritual wisdom and such a 

great contributor to Sacred Heart education and beyond. As well as her wisdom and her professional 

energy and scholarliness, I would also like to represent the woman of warmth, affection, humour, 

kindness and compassion. 

Janet Erskine Stuart was born in 1857 in the village of Cottesmore in County Rutland, England, to 

parents of Scottish heritage and titled lineage. She was one of thirteen children (her widowed father 

had married again and she was the youngest of the second family). Stuart’s father was the rector of 

the Anglican church of Cottesmore where he also owned and farmed land in the area. 

I have chosen three observations from Janet Stuart’s childhood and upbringing which have a bearing 

on her adult life. First, she is a country girl through and through. About her childhood rural life she 

said:  
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“The country is like one great book ... in which we can learn from all the learned books in        
 the world – and yet we need not be very learned ourselves to read it.” (1)                                           

She grew up close to nature, full of wonder and curiosity and later in her life she stated: 

      “There is something wanting in education where a child has not had its share of this teaching.” (2) 

Stuart believed that silence and awe in the face of nature is vital to a child’s development.  Therein 

lies one of the clues to her philosophy of education; that contemplative energy sits alongside the 

application of intellect. 

A second influential factor in Janet Stuart’s childhood is the sporting life. She was a fine 

sportswoman. Any sportsperson or coach among you would know the educative value of self-

discipline, commitment and calculated risk inherent in sport, - and so did she. 

Growing up with older brothers Janet Stuart is said to have rowed boats and fished rivers as well as 

any of them. Most particularly, she was an expert horsewoman. She was apparently fearless on 

horseback. This extraordinary statement comes from an early letter to her cousin: 

“Oh, the thrilling breathlessness of seeing the flash of four shining hoofs over one’s head, as 
 one extricates oneself from a muddy ditch.” (3)  

It is wonderful to juxtapose this comment alongside the formal photograph we have of Janet Stuart 

when she was elected Superior General.  

Having noted the young Janet Stuart’s respect for the created world and her drive to test herself 

with great daring, we come to a third influential question:  what of her formal education and 

intellectual development? Janet Stuart’s father, Canon Stuart of Cottesmore, was just as serious 

about educating his daughters as well as his sons. He engaged highly skilled Swiss and German 

governesses for Janet who not only ensured that their charge became fluent in French and German 

but also provided a broad, serious education – such as Madeleine Sophie Barat had received a 

century earlier. Both women left their mark on the educative work of the Society through this deep 

commitment to intellectual values as well as their commitment to the spiritual growth of each 

individual. 

Janet Stuart was a deeply intuitive teacher from an early age. She said of herself as a child,  

“I would not have minded what I taught as long as I could catch someone and teach them 
 something!” (4) 

What teacher amongst us does not recognise this instinct?  
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As a girl she helped her father teach Sunday school in the parish and she also taught mathematics to 

young local men who were training to be teachers or farm managers. 

There must be a story behind a young woman, daughter of a prominent Anglican vicar, who ended 

up as a Roman Catholic nun. Janet Stuart converted to Roman Catholicism at the age of 22 but her 

journey to that point was more of an intellectual exercise precipitated by a loss of meaning in the 

Christian faith. She had experienced several significant family deaths but she went about her search 

for meaning in a typically intellectual way. She was a bright, questioning child. She wrote to her 

sister, 

“When I was twelve years old I began to think and I was happy ever after.” (5) 

Throughout her adolescence Janet Stuart grappled with the search for meaning calling this her 

period of agnosticism. This evolved into an attraction to the Roman Catholic Church through 

discussions with like-minded friends and a Jesuit priest with whom she deliberated over her religious 

questions. Her eventual conversion brought Stuart a sense of peace. It was, however, still relatively 

cerebral. She struggled with the call to become a nun and there were no clear answers forthcoming. 

Then one day when she was walking through Regents Park in London, she saw a bed of blue 

hyacinths. She recalls in her private memoirs that it was an unusually late spring in May, 1882. “In a 

moment I saw it all.”(6)  For Janet Stuart, it was a moment of insight such as that in William Blake’s 

line “...to see the world in a grain of sand.” At last, this search for God had shifted from her head to 

her heart.  And how fitting that it was the beauty of nature that effected this change. On the 

recommendation of her Jesuit mentor who knew the Society of the Sacred Heart and apprehended 

the likely fit of this young woman to its mission and culture, Janet Stuart commenced a retreat at the 

Convent of the Sacred Heart Roehampton and towards the end of 1882, entered the noviceship at 

the age of 25.  

Janet Stuart’s story in the intervening years continues to be interesting but for now, let us move on 

to when Janet Erskine Stuart is in her stride as a respected educator in the Society and beyond. She 

worked tirelessly to raise academic standards in Sacred Heart schools. In her various leadership roles 

(which came very quickly) she supervised teaching practice and curriculum development and she 

encouraged university study for the religious of the Sacred Heart.   

Last month, I had the opportunity to visit the archives in Roehampton, London, and I was asked what 

I would like to see in particular. I had heard that there were hand-written records of Janet Stuart’s 

teaching observation notes from around 1908 and I was curious to see those. So I spent a morning 

reading critiques of lessons taught by RSCJ sisters whose classes Janet Stuart sat in on while they 
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honed their teaching skills. There was a detailed set of criteria which you will all be familiar with. She 

wrote notes on categories such as aim of the lesson, use of questions, voice/manner/ language, 

apparatus (in this case, mostly the blackboard!), strong and weak points, class involvement, and 

finally, result and observations. After extensive notes she allocated a mark out of 100% for each 

lesson. Her scrutiny was intense and her comments pithy. One of Stuart’s observations noted that 

the lesson                                                                                                                                                                                     

 “...did not reach the students. It passed harmlessly over their heads. They were not hit at 

 all.”                                                                                                                                                                

In another,                                                                                                                                                                                  

 “The teacher talked too much. The students escaped very easily. Little effort called for.”                                                                                                                                                                 

More positively, she says of a teacher,                                                                                                                                    

 “A general charm and interest in her subject. Her own interest oozes out.”                                        

Observing a teacher’s use of questions in a French lesson in 1910, Stuart writes,                                     

 “Gives answers to her own questions and graciously accepts them’.                                                        

And from a Third Division Mathematics class in 1908:                                                                                                            

 “The front line really thought and watched. The others looked pleased and passive. They 

 woke up afterwards.”                                                                                                                                     

However, she also notes rather drily about this teacher that she has “...more aptitude for this subject 

than history.” 

After reading many examples of this kind my first thought was, what sharp and pertinent comments 

they were. My second thought was one of gratitude that Mother Stuart never came near my 

classroom when I was teaching! 

Nevertheless, Janet Stuart’s teaching philosophy was superb. In 1911 she wrote the book ‘The 

Education of Catholic Girls’. It was highly regarded and it reached far beyond the Sacred Heart school 

audience. It contains her educational philosophy. 

Stuart believed that every teacher taught best according to his/her unique personality and skill. This 

was a crucial element of teaching because she believed that every parent has the right to ask of its 

child’s teacher, this question: 

 "What have you done for my child? Show me the trace of your influence on her mind, heart, 
 character, and conduct" 

Janet Stuart was very strong about the need for teachers and students to be well and wisely 

informed. She encouraged initiative and innovation in teaching. She understood the developmental 
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nature of learning at a time when rote learning was the preferred educational methodology in 

England. She used these analogies, one mathematical and one domestic: 

“If one fails to understand a Euclidian proposition, the whole sequence is incomprehensible 
 until one goes back and masters it; or if one drops a stitch in knitting, the work is ruined 
 unless one picks it up.” (7) 

Her great contribution was her understanding of the psychology of human development. She was a 

realist and understood that not everybody responded to the same style of education nor had the 

same capacities.  At the end of the educative process the student should be “‘well-begun’ on broad 

lines that would form a foundation for life rather than be turned out as a finished but small 

product.” (8) 

(At this point a one-page hand-out of Janet Stuart’s education quotes was distributed with time to 

read them.) 

For all her wisdom about education it is Janet Stuart’s work as a spiritual guide that is so 

contemporary for us now. I had known of Janet Erskine Stuart when I was a student at a Sacred 

Heart school in New Zealand, but it was only when as a young woman of 20 I was in a church in 

Auckland and happened upon a little Catholic Truth Society booklet called ‘The Inward Life’, that I 

recognised her influence.  I was completely struck by Stuart’s capacity to speak so directly to one’s 

spiritual process and particularly the struggles that accompanied it. This booklet is a series of 

excerpts from her letters to young religious who sought her advice about prayer. She writes to them 

according to each one’s character and counsels them with such warmth, common sense, wisdom 

and a lightness of touch. I felt as though she was speaking to me! 

I was reminded of Janet Stuart’s style of relating through her letters when I was in the archives in 

London so recently. The archivist showed me a document box full of letters sent by Stuart to a young 

woman named Catherine Ashburnham. The latter had started a correspondence with Janet Stuart 

the year after she left school at Roehampton in 1907. The correspondence is a complete set of 

letters, each with the original dated envelope, preserved by Catherine and donated to the Society in 

her will. It is a one-sided correspondence as all the letters are those written by Janet Stuart. The first 

thing that struck me was the relationship that Janet Stuart took seriously with a school-leaver of the 

age that we now often regard as being lost to the Church. We learn from Janet Stuart’s responses 

that Catherine has written about her life in general, her spiritual life in particular, horses, her 

situation with her family and her search for meaning. We hear Janet Stuart’s voice and tone in such a 

personal way. (Nothing like her lesson critiques!) She walks with this young woman through all her 
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questions and uncertainties and her ups and downs. Here are some extracts I noted from Stuart’s 

letters: 

“Never attempt to keep a letter ‘neat’ when you write to me. I prefer to see it red hot out of 
 the fire as your letter was, for I could see it all.” (18 August 1909) 

“Never think you need to talk of anything in particular unless you want to. I like you to know 
 that if you should want to, there is someone who cares to hear it, - but I know as well as you 
 do the agony of being inarticulate so never force yourself. And never mind! God understands 
 all that we cannot say.”  (26 October 1909) 

“I am glad to know you like to be told things straight out. If I care about someone, I cannot 
 bear to see them wasting their gifts or talents.”  (22 November 1910) 

“I am getting tired of the way you sign off ‘Yours respectfully’ in your letters. You have grown 
 very dear to me these last months and that term seems to come from the ends of the 
 earth.” (15 February 1911) 

Catherine talked about joining the Society at one time but then changed her mind. In response to 

her decision, Janet Stuart says: 

“It is a good decision that you made. ... It is odd to say this about my own order which I love 
 beyond words ... but something would have happened. Your health would have cracked, or 
 you would have flown with a broken wing, or maybe you would have felt like a caged bird.” 
 (25 March 1911) 

Another time she writes, 

“It must come right because God is with you and could not leave you in the lurch.” (4 January 
 1913) 

So there I was in the archives completely mesmerised by the unfolding drama of these letters. I was 

reflecting on Janet Stuart’s humanity in response to some of the issues and questions that had been 

raised in Catherine’s correspondence. I finally reached the bottom of the box and there was one 

solitary letter that was not in Janet Stuart’s handwriting. It was the only letter in this collection from 

Catherine herself. It is dated September 1913. Having been drawn to the Carmelite life at an earlier 

stage but not going further with it, Catherine finally did test her vocation as a religious in the Society 

and left after 18 months or so. This letter is written sometime after her experience. The formality of 

the opening address was my first surprise. Catherine writes, “Dear Reverend Mother”. That of 

course was not unusual but I had become accustomed to the consistent signing off, “Yours very 

affectionately in CJM, Janet Stuart”. Catherine goes on to say, “I don’t think anything has given me 

such joy for a long time as your letter.” And then,  

“I have a general feeling of misery and that I have bungled everything. And now you, Reverend 
 Mother, in your goodness, have dug me out and I am ever, ever so grateful. I think I have 
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 been through a bad six months and I do not think I should like anyone to know how bad  ... 
 not caring if I lived or died.” 

In the light of this correspondence I would like to make some observations about Janet Stuart. First I 

am struck by the loyalty and love in her accompaniment of this young person who is negotiating her 

way through early adulthood. I am also aware of the wisdom in her caution about choosing a life 

that was not necessarily suited to Catherine (“You would have flown with a broken wing...”). I heard 

her bracing good sense in many of these letters and I am moved that Janet Stuart of all people was 

able to say so simply, “I know as well as you do the agony of being inarticulate...”. Mostly, I heard 

Stuart’s compassion. Clearly Catherine had suffered some kind of emotional collapse. Janet Stuart, 

knowing her isolation (Catherine’s mother had died when she was a child and she lived with her 

father and no other siblings at home) had continued to seek her out and support her. The 

correspondence between Catherine Ashburnham and Janet Stuart continued until 1914, the year of 

Stuart’s death. 

After that personal encounter, let us look more widely at Janet Stuart’s spiritual legacy. First, she 

held Sacred Heart spirituality at the centre of the Society’s mission. It was the bedrock and the 

inspiration from which everything else emanated. Stuart firmly believed that intellectual activity and 

contemplative prayer were complementary. The mission of education depended on the quality of 

the religious (who were also the teachers). The Society needed a strong sense of identity and strong 

discipline, partly (and significantly) because the wider Church context at the time was intellectually 

very conservative. This was the aftermath of the First Vatican Council. Pope Pius X had condemned 

modernism. Scripture study was suspect. New subjects related to scripture scholarship, such as 

archaeology, linguistics, and the study of ancient near eastern traditions were thought to 

compromise devotional prayer. Janet Stuart’s biographers say ‘Thank God’ that she was brought up 

Protestant because it gave her such a deep knowledge and love of scripture.  

So against this backdrop, the spirituality encouraged by Janet Stuart radiates a humane emphasis on 

God’s love and compassion. It counters the rigidity of the Church at this time. Janet Stuart knew this. 

She advanced a spirituality that accommodates questions and critical thinking; a spirituality open to 

new information and new experience. A key thesis in Barb Quinn’s talk yesterday on ‘Deep Respect 

for Intellectual Values’, was how vital it is to be attentive to the needs of a world that is becoming 

ever more complex in our own time. Janet Stuart offers a significant voice in this major theme of the 

early 21st century. She offers a spiritual teaching which is broad and robust and which shows God 

engaging with love in the reality of the world.   
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As a leader, Stuart also had a bold strategic vision. Her goal was to spend the first three years of her 

generalate travelling to every house and school in every country of the Society. Then she would 

concentrate on the development of mission and policy in the light of all that she learned from her 

visits. Janet Stuart accomplished the first part of her goal. She had visited all the European houses by 

mid-1913 and in Oct of that year she set off for Egypt, Australia, New Zealand, Japan, Canada and 

the United States. She had travelled to Latin America some years earlier. In Australia she visited 

Melbourne, Sydney and Brisbane (where the school carrying her name – Stuartholme – thrives 

today). Stories have been passed on in this province about Mother Stuart’s visit which will be no 

doubt be retold with enormous interest over these next two years. As a New Zealander I was 

amused to read her comment in a letter back to England when she was staying in a New Zealand 

community in 1913: “I am writing to you from this extreme outer rim of the world...” (9). It occurred 

to me that Janet Stuart blithely shared the European perception of itself as the centre of the 

universe! Having got over that however, it also touched a chord as I read of her meetings with 

groups of religious, students and alumnae from this and other distant parts of the world when she 

said to them each time, “It is for you that I have come.” (10)  I can imagine the significance of this first 

visit of a Superior General to places where they would have never dreamt of meeting her. I think of 

religious from Britain and Ireland who went as missionaries to the expanding Society to places like 

Latin America or Japan or Australia knowing they would never go home again. And I think of the 

‘home-grown vocations’, - women native to countries in the wider Society for whom the 

congregational leadership was remote and barely known. And Janet Erskine Stuart said, “It is for you 

that I have come.” 

 

As we know, Janet Stuart only had three years as Superior General. She died in October 1914 at the 

age of 56. But through her travelling she firmly established a global perspective into the psyche of 

the Society of the Sacred Heart. Early this morning I walked past the sign at the front gate of your 

school. It read ‘Sacré Coeur International School of the Sacred Heart’. I have recently been overseas 

in Rome with RSCJ associated with schools in the Congo, also up near the Amazon jungle in Peru and 

Brazil, in Spain, and in formal education and village-based popular education in Mexico. And I 

thought to myself when I walked through your gate this morning, yes, indeed you are! 

 

I said at the outset that I hoped to represent Janet Stuart as a woman of compassion and warmth. I 

encountered this in her personal dealings with people principally through her letters. She was 

available and present especially to those in need of support or healing. And let us not forget her own 

early search for meaning and wholeness. I also met the risk-taker who was thrown from horses in 
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her youth and as a leader understood the strategic value of experiencing other countries and 

cultures way beyond her comfort zone. We saw the educator who put an emphasis on students who 

are well and wisely informed and teachers using innovation and initiative. We could well apply her 

intelligent mind and heart to questions about the information and communication revolution of the 

past two decades. And lastly, I believe Janet Stuart’s gift to our current time is her spiritual insight. 

Through her personal experience, her teaching philosophy and her spiritual counsel she reveals the 

loving presence of God in the midst of our reality. As Sacred Heart religious and educators, we all try 

to do this. How fortunate for us to have such a striking role-model in Janet Stuart. 

 

________________________________ 
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